I. Introduction
Suppose that [ is an L ~ function on the torus T n = 21 • S a •
• 21. Must the partial sums of the multiple Fourier series of [ converge to / in the L v norm? For the one-dimensional case, T = S 1, an affirmative answer has been known for many years. More specifically, suppose that/EL~(S 1) has the Fourier expansion ~ ~oo _ _tk0 /~/_k=_~,k~ , and set/re(O)= ~--m ake tk~ Then/m converges to / in Lv(S1), as m-~ co -provided 1 <p < + oo (see [14] ).
A whole slew of n-dimensional analogues of this theorem suggest themselves. Here are two natural conjectures. /2(R n) for l<~]o<~2n/(n+l). Furthermore, an "adjoint" argument using the duality of L2-spaces shows that if T~, is not bounded on/2(Rn), then neither is it bounded on/7' (Rn), where ~o' is the exponent dual to p. Thus we have shown that T~ cannot be a bounded o2aeralor
on IF( R n) excel~t /or 19 in the range 2n/ (n + 1) < l ~ < 2n/ (n -1).
The natural conjecture is that T~. is bounded on/2(R ~ for 2n/(n + 1)<p <2n/(n-1).
But how can we go about proving this conjecture? The standard methods for producing bounded operators on/7, singular integrals and Littlewood-Paley theory, break down completely here, because they do not distinguish between different Io. In other words, these techniques will only produce linear operators which are bounded on all the/2 spaces (1 <Io < + o~), and therefore they cannot be used to study an operator which is only bounded for some i0 in (1, + oo).
There is only one (previously) known method for handling operators which fail for some io -the method of interpolation. We shall illustrate this method by applying it to our conjecture on T,, to produce a weak partial result. The operator T~0 is bounded on all/7 spaces, (if 2 <n) so we needn't won T about it.
Each operator T~ is a convolution with an/2 function of norm 2 r ~. Hence
(A) IITMIII-<< 2 '~-~'~ II]11, for any ]e L' (Rn).
On the other hand, an easy computation with the Plancherel formula shows that
(B) IIT~k]]12 < 2 '(n+l)'~-~) ~ ]1]]]~ for any /e L ~ (R~).
Using the convexity theorem of M. Riesz, we can interpolate between the L 1 inequality (A), and the L 2 inequality (B), to obtain the inequality CO)
IITMII,<2~("-~'~II]II ,, where b(~)=W-+(~-l)
-, l<p<2.
If 2>b(p), then we can sum inequality (C) over all k, to obtain IITa/ii~<A~,,ll/ll~ for any /e/2(Rn).
In other words, T ~ is a bounded opera$or on I_2(Rn), i] ~t > b(p).
This simple theorem is the best result previously known about the operators T~, and possibly represents the ultimate achievement obtainable by nothing more than some clever decomposition T~=~=I T~k. It is far from optimal. For suppose that T(n+l) 
II. Air on the g-function
The first operator which we study is the g~-function, a certain subhnear operation which arises in Littlewood-Paley theory (see [10] ). For /E/2(R"), let u(x, t) denote the Poisson integral of/, defined on R~ +1 = R" • (0, co). Then for any number )t > 1, the g~-function is a real-valued function on R ~ defined by the equation
(Vu denotes the gradient of u).
A routine computation with the Plancherel formula shows that g~ is (up to a constant factor) an isometry on L2(Rn). [8] ). In a moment, we shall see why the restriction 2>2/p is needed.
Littlewood and Paley introduced 9~ as a technical tool to prove the/2-boundedness of various hnear operators. In order to show that T is bounded on/2, one need only prove that IIgIT/)ll -< llgL (/111 , (g(/I is an auxiliary function, defined in much the same way as 9~) which is often an easy task, even when the operator T is rather subtle and delicate (see [10] again).
At any rate, we have a family of operators {g~}. Each g~ is bounded on some/2-spaces, but not all. We seek to understand why. Two independent observations show that g~ cannot be bounded on/2'(R =) if p <2/~t.
(~) Let Q be the cylinder {(y, t)G R~+I [ ly I < 1 and 1 < t< 2). Then
But the right-hand side of this inequality simplifies enormously. In Theorem 1, A is some positive "constant," independent of /; and I EI denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set Ec R n.
The/2-boundedness of g~ for 2>2//9,/9 ~<2 follows from Theorem 1, by the Marcinkiewiez interpolation theorem.
One of the basic ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 is a carry-over from Calder6n-Zygmund theory. The idea is basically that R n can be divided into two parts--a set f~ of small measure, on which the function / is large; and the rest of the world, R'-f~, on which / is small.
Since f~ is a small set, we can suppose that f~ is written as a union of (essentially) disjoint cubes with small total volume. (A "cube" always means '% cube with sides parallel to the coordinate axes", and two cubes are said to be "disjoint" if they have disjoint interiors.)
The following lemma not only makes this idea precise, but also shows that the cubes can be picked to satisfy very strong conditions. , [10] .)
The proof of the Whitney extension theorem (see [10] ) includes a method which breaks down any open set U as a union of disjoint cubes, in such a way that the diameter of any cube is comparable to its distance from the complement of U. Applying this method to ~, we obtain a decomposition f~ = U j Ij, where the Ij are pairwise disjoint cubes, satisfying
We shall prove that the collection {Ij} satisfies conditions (1) through (4). Condition (2) Proo/ o/ Theorem 1. Let/EL~(R n) and a >0 be given. We have to show that with A independent of / and a--for this is equivalent to the conclusion of Theorem 1.
Apply the decomposition lemma to / and a, to obtain a collection {ls} of cubes, satisfying conditions (1) through (4) I1'(~)1 <A~ almost everywhere, and IIr II, ~ I1111~,
/" is supported on ~. (6) l f,,
Aa ~ for each cube/j from the collection.
fljl"
= 0 for each cube from the collection.
Property (5) 
This inequality is much easier to get a hold on than Theorem 1 itself, because/" lives on a small set, and has various other good properties.
In order to obscure things further, we introduce some notation. If x E R n and I s is a cube from our collection, then x ~ Ij means that x belongs to a cube Is (also from the col- 
~~~
So to prove inequality (9) , and thus to prove Theorem l, it will be enough to prove
and i{xe R~lg~(r)(x)>A~}I II/IIOf these two inequalities, (1O) is relatively easy, while (11) is deeper, and uses the relation p =2/~t. In order not to spoil the plot, we prove (1O) first.
To do so, wee need a trivial inequality for ~ + ~j hj (y, t). Specifically, I ~-y § z~ hi(y, t) l Aa/t. For if R denotes the convolution kernel for the gradient of the Poisson integral, then by inequality (7) . On the other hand, anyone can verify that supz, ~j ] R(y -z, t) I I I, i < A ~jlR(y -z, t) ldz for any cube Ij satisfying y + Ij, and the "constant" A is independent of t. 
So (10) 
lhj(y,t)[dydt=f Ifo(R(Y-Z,t)-R(Y-zj, t))]j(z)dzldydt (~, t)~R~+ + I r t)~n~+ + ~
(where zj denotes the center of the cube I~)
<~ f f~j IR(y-z't)-R(y-zj't)l[]j(z)ldzdydt
for the term in brackets is bounded by a constant A which depends only on the dimension n. Thus, the jth summand in (13) is at most A I,,I/,(~)I~, so that Sn,:l(x)dx<~ Y, Ab, I1" (~)1 d~.< A Y, ~ I I~1 (by (7)), = A~t l al < A~'-" II/11~. by (1) . This completes the proof of (12). Since we have reduced inequality (10) to inequality (12), we have also proved (10).
Where do we stand? We began by reducing Theorem 1 to the proof of two inequalities, (10) and (11) . By a laborious but conceptually simple argument we proved inequality (10), without resorting to the critical equation p=2/L To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it remains to prove inequality (11) . Any proof of (ll) will have to use p =2]2. The argument below is neat, in that it not only proves (11), but also shows that the two objections (~) and (fl) mentioned above are exactly the reasons why Ln-boundedness of g*: fails for p < 2/~.
Recall that inequality (11) 
So in order to complete the proof of inequality (14), and with it, that of Theorem 1, we have only to prove that
This last inequality is a standard lemma on the "Marcinkiewicz integral", and is proved by the following simple argument. inequalities for the g$-function, which Stein proved in [8] . The connection between g~ and # ~ is that if 2/fl > 2n/(n + 2)t), there is a pointwise inequality D ~ (/) (x) ~< Cg~ (/) (x) for x e R ~. 
HI. Weakly strongly singular integrals
We turn now to the study of linear operators which are bounded on some, but not all, of the L p spaces. Our first example of such an operator is the "multiplier" transformation TaB, defined by the equation
(x)=~ O(x) f(x), if /e C~(R").
(18) (T~I) ^ ixv Here 0<a<l, fl>0; and 0 is a C ~ function on R', which vanishes near zero, and equals 1 outside a bounded set. For a discussion of T.p, see Hirschmann [4] , Wainger [12] , and Stein [7] . These papers demonstrate that the operator Tap is bounded on Lr(R ~) when
_---<-__--:--:-__
where
The proof of this result is an "interpolation" argument not much different from the one le*," )^ sketched in Section I above--the interpolation is possible because ~ Ixl 0 (x) , the convolution kernel for Ta~, can be computed roughly. It turns out that essentially,
(e tl~l . ) " e'l~l" i l O(x) (y):
where a' =a/(a-1) and ~ is as above. Wainger shows that Ta~ is unbounded on/P if
In [51, [71, and elsewhere, the question has been has been raised, whether Tar is bounded on the critical L ~ space, L ~~ (Rn). But nothing at all was known about the behavior of Tar on/2".
THEOREm2. I]O<a<l, fl>O, and 1 1 ~[nl2+~] p 2 ---[-~-+-~-]' then Ta~ extends to a bounded linear operator /rom I2'(R n) ink the Lorentz space L2,.~.(Rn), where p' is the exponent dual to p.
For a discussion of Lorentz spaces, see [6] .
Theorem 2 is stronger than a weak-type inequality, but not as strong as an inequality
To prove Theorem 2, we interpolate between the two special cases p = 1 and p = 2.
The simple-minded interpolation technique sketched in the introduction is inadequate, but we can use more sophisticated results related to the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem.
The exact results can be found in [2] . Here, we content ourselves with stating that Theorem 2 is essentially a consequence of the two special cases p = 1 and p = 2.
Of course, Theorem 2 is a triviality for p = 2. We are thus left with the task of proving that for fl =hal2, the operator Tap has weak type (1, 1). More precisely, we have to prove that for fl=na/2, the operator Tap, defined on C ~ functions of compact support, extends to an operator of weak type (1, 1) . This statement is a special case of the following generalization of the Calder6n-Zygmund inequality. 
IRCx)l<<.ACl+lxl)-(ne~) /or x~R" fN>~lylX_oIK(x)-K(x-y)ldx<~A /or all yER'(]yl<~ 1).
(ii)
Then the convolution operator T:/-~K-x-/, defined for /EC~(R"), satisfies the a priori inequality I(xER~]lT/(x) l >~}] < (A'/~)II/II 1 for any/EC~(R'). Moreover, the "constant"
A' depends only on A, n, 0, and the diameter of the support of K.
Obviously, then, T extends to an operator which has weak-type (1, 1) and is therefore bounded on/2~(Rn), 1 <p < c~. A typical concrete application of Theorem 2' is that the convolution operator/4/-)e (et/Z/x), defined for / E C~ (R1), has weak-type (1, l).
Proo/ el Theorem 2'.
We shall prove the theorem for K ELI(R~), to avoid trivial technical problems. Since the constant A' in the conclusion of the theorem is independent of Ilglll, a routine limiting argument will allow us to conclude that Theorem 2' is valid for a general K. 
We shall return to (19) after a brief digression.
Let ~ be a C ~ function on R n, equal to zero outside the unit ball, and satisfying the conditions ~R~ ~(y) dy = 1, and T(y) >~ 0 for all y E R n. 
f~._ lK~l~(~)-K~l~(x)ld~< f~._~f, IK(~-y)-K~(~ Y)III~(y)Idyd~ = L [f,._olK(x-Y)-K ~(~-Y)I d~] II,(Y)I dy
(since we can make the change of variable z = x -y, and then note that I z l > diam (Ij) if Therefore, to prove (19), and with it Theorem 2', we have only to prove that The idea behind the proof of (21) 
e R~ -~ and y e 1~) < A' SI, Ih(y) l dy, since f ~z~>d~am(1p ]K(z) -K-)e cPj(z) ] dz = f ~>~am(1p ] K (z) -f ~y~ <~'n(1j)~-~) cPj(y) K(z -y) dy dz = f ,z,>~a,~(,j) f l~l<~am(ij)il(i-o) ~l(Y) [K(z) -K(z -Y) ]dy l dz < f ,~l<~a~(ij)ll(~-o) ~J(Y) l f H>~a~(i~)lK(z) -K(z-Y)ldz] dY <~ A' f 11(1 o) q~ (y) dy = A'.
To prove (22), it will be convenient to use the notation "x~ Ij", which means the same thing as it did in the proof of Theorem 1. defined for/ELl(R1), has weak-type (1, 1), and is bounded on/2 (1 <p< oo).
IV. Results on the operators T x
In this section, we apply the methods developed in sections II and III, to the study of the operators Tx defined in section I. Our result is the following.
TI~EOREM 3. Let 1 <p<4n/(3n+l) be given. I[ p>n/,t, then T~ is a bounded linear operator on L~( R~).
In other words, the conjecture stated at the end of section I is true if p <4n/(3n + 1).
As we have just said, the proof uses the same basic ideas as the arguments in sections II and IIL This time, however, instead of the standard inequalities for fractional integrals, we make use of a remarkable observation by E. M. Stein, namely:
LEMMA. Let/6C~'(Rn)(n>l), and let 1 <p<4n/(3n + l) be given. Then we have an a priori inequality where dO denotes hypersur/ace measure on the unit sphere S "-1.
This lemma allows us to define the restriction f ls,-~ for /6L'(R~), 1 <p < 4n/(3n + 1), even though S n-1 has measure zero in R ~.
Proo[ o/ the lemma. By the Fourier inversion formula, SS,-ll[(o) lidO=IR,[fdO= [-)e[~edO(O).
But d~0 is a function on R ~, which belongs to Lq(R ~) for all q>2n/(n-1). (To see this, we write d0(x)=Ss,-le~~ el~ltd~l(t), where t-l(t) denotes the hypersurface area of the set {OeS"-llx/l~ 1.0-<t}. The integral can be evaluated explicitly in terms of Bessel functions by formula (3) p. 48 of [13] , and the approximate size of the Bessel functions is given in formula (1) on p. 199 of [13] . Thus, Id0(x) I can be computed approxi- Because we are proving an inequality for p > n/2 rather than a sharp result for p = n/2, we shall encounter a few minor technical nuisances which did not occur before. To avoid trouble, it is convenient to arrange things so that when we apply the decomposition lemma, we will not have to worry about the small cubes. Therefore, we proceed as follows.
Let ~ be a C ~ function of rapid decrease on R ~. We are going to prove a weak-type inequality for T~(~-/) instead of for T~.]. The advantage is that ~0~/is much smoother than /, so that local problems (which would arise from small cubes) disappear. We can deduce the inequality for T~/from that for T~(~ ~e/), since by using a suitable ~, we obtain
IIT~/-T~ (~./)l[~ < A[I/[[~. (24)
To see this inequality, we write (T~/- 
k~l So far, we have really done nothing to the problem except remove some trivial error terms. As soon as we set up some notation, we shall give the decomposition that proves the theorem. Using this decomposition, we shall reduce (32) to more and more complicated inequalities, which finally become trivial.
Pick a small number ~>0 to be determined later. For each k>~0, let 0~ be a C ~ function on R ~, satisfying Similarly, the second integral in brackets is at most II/llP -',. Thus
F ~::: < AlllllP-O'" (f~ rl~(r)l~-O" dr).
The final integral converges for ~"> 0, which proves the a priori inequality. Q.e.d.
The reader may note the systematic completeness with which every single step in the above argument breaks down in n dimensions (n > 2).
